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Abstrat

The SLG-WAM is an abstrat mahine that an be haraterized

as a sharing approah to implementing tabling: The exeution envi-

ronments of suspended omputations are interspersed in the WAM

staks. Staks are frozen using a set of freeze registers, and the WAM

trail mehanism is extended so that the suspended omputations an

be resumed. This tehnique has a reasonably small exeution over-

head, but it is not easy to implement on top of an existing Prolog

system. It is also quite diÆult to understand. We propose a new

tehnique for the implementation of tabling: the opying approah

to tabling. CAT does not impose any overhead to the exeution of

Prolog ode and an be introdued into an existing Prolog system or-

thogonally. Also, CAT is easier to understand. We have implemented

CAT in the XSB system by taking out SLG-WAM and adding CAT.

We desribe the additions needed for adopting CAT in a WAM imple-

mentation. We show a ase in whih CAT performs arbitrarily worse

than SLG-WAM, but on the other hand we present empirial evidene

that CAT is ompetitive and often faster than the SLG-WAM. We

also briey disuss issues related to memory management and to the

sheduling.

1 Introdution

The inorporation of tabling (also known as memoing or memoization in the

ontext of funtional programming) into the exeution mehanism of logi

programming languages has been proven useful in a wide range of applia-

tion areas, suh as parsing, dedutive databases [SSW94℄, program analysis
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based on abstrat interpretation [DRW96, CDS98, JS98℄, and, reently, ver-

i�ation through model heking [RRR

+

97, CDD

+

98℄. The most pratial

implementation of tabling is found in XSB [SSW94℄: It urrently also is the

only general Prolog system that o�ers tabling implemented at the level of

the underlying abstrat mahine.

The table spae of XSB is organized using tries [RRS

+

99℄, and table

aess mehanisms are optimised even further through substitution fator-

ing [RRS

+

99℄. Also, XSB urrently implements two di�erent sheduling

strategies, alled bathed and loal sheduling and desribed in full detail

in [FSW98℄. In this artile, we are onerned mainly with the third aspet of

tabling, the suspension/resumption mehanism, whih is orthogonal to the

other two. The ability and, at the same time, need to suspend and resume

omputations is a main issue in a tabling implementation, beause some sub-

goals, alled generators, generate answers that go into the tables, while other

subgoals, alled onsumers, onsume answers from the tables; as soon as a

generator depends on a onsumer, the generator and the onsumer must be

able to work in a oroutining fashion, something that is not readily possible

in a WAM implementation of Prolog.

The exeution of the query ?- p

g

(X). against the following small tabled

program exempli�es this situation.

:- table p/1.

p(1) :- p



(Y).

p(2).

The subsripts g and  denote the ourrene of a subgoal that is a generator

or onsumer for this partiular query. The answer p(1) annot be generated

before p



has onsumed the other answer, p(2), from the answer table that p

g

�lls. At the moment that p



onsumes the answer p(2), it must be in an

exeution state that is the same as when it was seleted �rst. However, in a

WAM implementation, the answer p(2) is produed only after baktraking

to the seond lause of p/1. Sine this baktraking removes part of the state

of the onsumer p



, it follows that the onsumer state must be preserved

expliitly.

The SLG-WAM [Sag96, SS98℄, the abstrat mahine of XSB (version 1.7

and earlier), preserves onsumer states by freezing them, that is, by not al-

lowing baktraking to relaim spae on the staks as is done in the WAM.

In implementation terms, this means that the SLG-WAM has an extra set of
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freeze registers, one freeze register for eah of heap, trail, loal, and hoie-

point stak.

1

Moreover, the SLG-WAM trail resembles the binding array

method [War84℄, whih is also used in the SRI-model [War87℄ for imple-

menting OR-parallelism: The SLG-WAM trail, besides addresses, needs to

also reord the values bound to these addresses. Reinstalling these values is

neessary for the proper resumption of a onsumer.

This management of suspension and resumption through freezing and

the extended trail mehanism slows down exeution; it imposes an overhead

even when tabling is not used. This overhead is atually quite small (order

of 10% for an emulated implementation as reported for the SLG-WAM; refer

to [SS98℄), but we show in this artile that it an be ompletely avoided

through the adoption of CAT: the opying approah to tabling.

Moreover, freezing is a diÆult-to-understand hange to the WAM and

requires a fair amount of areful modi�ations to some of WAM's instru-

tions. In short, the SLG-WAM mahinery is not easy to put into an existing

Prolog system, and this might be the main reason why logi programming

systems do not yet generally o�er tabling. CAT solves both problems: It

is easier to understand exatly beause it allows tabling to be added to an

existing WAM-based system without modifying the underlying WAM. One

might argue that the issue of whether CAT is a tabled abstrat mahine that

is easier to understand than the SLG-WAM is to a large extent a matter

of taste. However, our experiene both with implementation issues in the

ontext of these two mahines and, in partiular, their memory management

(see [DS98℄) indiates di�erently.

Instead of preserving the onsumer state through freezing, one ould

imagine that the whole state of the abstrat mahine (i.e., all the staks)

is saved by opying it into a separate memory area, and then exeution just

fails over the onsumer. When we need to reinstall the onsumer, we an

just revert to the saved opy and feed the onsumer with its answers. This

is not a good solution for two reasons: Copying the whole WAM state is un-

neessary (as we show later), and it also leads to unneessary reomputation.

The exeution of the query ?- p

g

(X). against the following program shows

the latter:

1

Throughout this artile, we assume a WAM model with environment and hoie-point

staks separated (as XSB or SICStus Prolog implement) rather than ombined as in the

original WAM. We also assume that staks grow downwards; i.e., higher in the stak means

older, lower means younger.
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:- table p/1.

p(1) :- b. b :- p



(Y).

p(2). b :- q.

The state of the abstrat mahine, at the moment p



(Y) is alled, ontains

the hoie point for b. Still, the seond alternative of b will have been ex-

hausted by the time p

g

(X) generates its �rst answer. When we reinstall

the onsumer p



(Y), we do not want to reinstall the alternative for b, as

the goal q represents an arbitrary amount of (re)omputation that an|and

in the presene of side e�ets should|be avoided. Thus, a more seletive

opying of the WAM state an and should be done. CAT does exatly this:

It opies seletively (and inrementally) the exeution states of onsumers

and reinstalls these opies when needed. In this respet, CAT resembles the

approah also used in the MUSE model [AK90℄; however, it is applied in a

ompletely di�erent ontext.

Unlike the SLG-WAM, whih modi�es some WAM instrutions due to

trailing and freezing, CAT does not require any hanges to the WAM, only

additions in the form of a few new instrutions, whih an be alternatively

seen as new built-in prediates. These instrutions are only generated in

lauses belonging to tabled prediates. In this respet, that is, as far as the

tabling instrutions are onerned, CAT and SLG-WAM only di�er in the

ations orresponding to these new instrutions. The hoie points for tabled

subgoals in CAT di�er slightly from usual WAM hoie points, but this is not

visible for nontabled exeution. Moreover, unlike SLG-WAM, neither freeze

registers nor the more ompliated trail mehanism are needed for CAT. In

short, CAT allows introdution of tabling into a WAM-like implementation

without any performane overhead for nontabled ode. Therefore, we be-

lieve that CAT is an attrative approah to inorporate tabling in any logi

programming system.

In the next setion, a brief introdution to tabling and the SLG-WAM is

given and some terminology is de�ned. We also present tabling as a soure-

to-soure transformation to whih the SLG-WAM ations are related. The

same transformation is later used to relate to the ations of CAT. In Se-

tion 3, the main setion of this artile, we explain CAT step by step in

situations of inreasing omplexity. All along, the additions to the WAM

are introdued and memory management issues are disussed. Setion 4 dis-

usses a worst-ase behaviour of CAT and indiates briey how to deal with

it. Setion 5 presents in more detail the CAT implementation and the rela-
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tion between SLG-WAM and CAT. Setion 6 ompares the performane of

CAT and SLG-WAM in the ontext of XSB. We end with an overview of

related work and some onluding remarks.

2 Tabling & SLG-WAM: Conepts and ter-

minology

In this setion, we present only onepts and terminology of tabled evaluation

and of the SLG-WAM that are neessary to make this artile reasonably self-

ontained. We assume the usual terminology of logi programming and refer

the reader to [CW96℄ for issues related to SLG resolution and to [Sag96, SS98℄

for a detailed desription of the SLG-WAM. We mostly restrit ourselves

to de�nite programs; the ability to support well-founded negation in CAT

(desribed briey in Setion 5) is indeed an issue orthogonal to the suspen-

sion/resumption mehanism used by the underlying abstrat mahine. We

keep the presentation informal and refer to [SS98℄ for a more formal treat-

ment of the notions that are desribed below.

2.1 Basi overview of tabling

A tabled program is a logi program augmented (either automatially or by

the programmer) with tabling delarations of the form

:- table p

1

=n

1

; : : : ; p

k

=n

k

.

where p

i

is a prediate symbol and n

i

is an integer. These delarations

ensure that all queries to the prediate p

i

of arity n

i

are exeuted using tabled

evaluation (e.g., SLG resolution). Other prediates are impliitly assumed as

nontabled, in whih ase SLD resolution is used for queries to these prediates.

Slightly abusing terminology, we speak of tabled subgoals as well as tabled

prediates. Following SLG resolution we onsider two tabled subgoals to be

the same if they are variants of eah other, that is, idential up to variable

renaming; however, note that this is also an orthogonal issue to the design of

SLG-WAM or CAT. Tabled subgoals that are enountered in the evaluation

of a query against a program are persistently stored in a global data struture

alled a subgoal table.

When a tabled subgoal s is alled, a hek must be made to see whether s

exists in the subgoal table. This is the purpose of the SLG new subgoal
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operation.

2

If s is new, it is termed a generator, it is entered in the table, and

it uses program lause resolution to derive answers. Through the new

answer operation, the set of derived answers of s are reorded in a global

data struture alled the answer table of s. Note that there is a one-to-one

orrespondene between generators and answer tables. If, on the other hand,

(a variant of) s already exists in the table, it resolves against answers from its

answer table. In this ase, we all the subgoal a onsumer of s. Answers are

fed to the onsumer one at a time through the answer return operation.

A basi onept in tabled evaluations, espeially in nonground programs,

is ompletion of (generator) subgoals and their assoiated answer tables.

Informally, a subgoal s (and its answer table) is alled omplete if all its

answers have been derived. On a slightly more operational level, through

the SLG ompletion operation a subgoal an be determined as omplete

if all program lause resolution has �nished and all instanes of this subgoal

(the generator and all onsumers) have resolved against all derived answers.

As there might exist dependenies between subgoals, it is often the ase that

subgoals annot be determined as omplete on an individual basis, but their

(mutual) dependenies also have to be taken into aount. This suggests that

the subgoal dependeny graph DG has to be examined, and sets of mutually

dependent subgoals an be ompleted when they are involved in a strongly

onneted omponent � of DG that is independent : that is, none of �'s

subgoals depends on a subgoal outside �. When all subgoals are ompleted,

the evaluation has reahed a �xed point and stops.

2.2 Implementation of tabling in the SLG-WAM

As the �rst example in the introdution shows, tabling annot be imple-

mented using the pure depth-�rst searh of the WAM: This is mainly due to

the fat that the generation and onsumption of answers are asynhronous

and interleaved events. This means that an abstrat mahine for tabling

has to maintain or reonstrut exeution environments of onsumers until

these have onsumed all answers that are generated for the subgoals; that

is, onsumers have to be retained until the �xed point or ompletion of the

assoiated generators. Likewise, newly derived answers must be queued to

2

SLG operations are denoted in the font of new answer throughout this artile,

abstrat mahine instrutions in the font of new answer, while programs and the built-ins

that they ontain are denoted in the font of new answer.
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resolve against subgoals whih do not neessarily orrespond to the urrent

exeution environment.

Also notie that the abstrat mahine may need to swith bak and forth

between di�erent onsumers multiple times. The following example shows

this.

Example 1 Consider the exeution of the query ?- p

g

(Y). whih sueeds

for all integers between -10 and 10 (inluded) against the following tabled

program:

:- table p/1.

p(X) :- p



1

(Y), 0 =< Y, Y < 10, X is -Y - 1.

p(X) :- p



2

(Y), -10 < Y, Y =< 0, X is -Y + 1.

p(0).

The two onsumers that are enountered have been given an index for ease of

referene. The abstrat mahine needs to alternate between onsumers p



1

(Y)

and p



2

(Y)multiple times before all answers have been generated.

The SLG-WAM o�ers a partiular way to implement all these features.

We desribe it below.

2.2.1 Suspending and resuming onsumers in the SLG-WAM

The SLG-WAM implements tabling by suspending onsumers when these

have exhausted all answers urrently in the table and resuming them when

new answers have been derived for them. Suspension is performed in the

SLG-WAM by reating a onsumer hoie point to represent the suspended

environment, freezing all staks by setting the freeze registers to point to the

urrent top, and then failing to a previous hoie point without relaiming

any stak spae; in partiular, the freeze registers are not reset. Spae is not

relaimed above these freeze registers until ompletion of the appropriate

generator.

Resuming, besides restoring the WAM registers to the values saved in

the onsumer hoie point, uses the addresses and the values saved in a

forward trail [War84, War87℄ to restore variable bindings along the path to

the suspended onsumer; see [Sag96, SS98℄ for exatly how this is done. An

unonsumed answer is then returned to the restored onsumer, and exeution

ontinues by taking the forward ontinuation of the restored omputation.
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In Example 1, eah of the two onsumers trivially needs to be suspended

upon its reation, as the assoiated table ontains no answers at that moment.

The �rst answer, p(0), is derived using the third lause, and let us assume

that it is �rst returned to the generator p

g

(Y). For exeution to ontinue after

that, one of the two onsumers, for example, p



1

(Y), needs to get resumed

to onsume the answer p(0). This produes another answer, p(-1), whih is

also inserted in the table and returned to the generator and to the \urrent"

onsumer p



1

(Y). Sine no new answers an be generated by doing so, the

abstrat mahine omes to a state where the only remaining ation is for

the seond onsumer p



2

(Y) to get resumed to onsume the answers in the

table. This produes another two new answers p(1) and p(2), whih at some

point have to be returned to the �rst onsumer, whih is now suspended.

This proess, that is, swithing exeution environments between onsumers,

ontinues until all onsumers have resolved against all answers.

It an thus be seen that the purpose of freezing is that exeution states

of onsumers are retained until the derivation and onsumption of all their

answers. Furthermore, note that suspension interats with ompletion: If

upon onsuming the last urrently available answer of a subgoal, the subgoal

annot be determined omplete, that is, it has all its answers, the onsumer

needs to be suspended so that its exeution environment is available if new

answers are generated for it. If, on the other hand, a onsumer of a omplete

subgoal is enountered, a ompleted table optimization an be performed:

Suspension through freezing is not neessary, and the onsumer an baktrak

through the answers in the table as if they were program lauses stored as

fats.

2.2.2 Sheduling and inremental ompletion in the SLG-WAM

Even from the exeution trae of the above simple example, one an see that

tabling allows an additional level of freedom in the ontrol: The moment

at whih answers are returned to subgoals is not �xed. For instane, the

abstrat mahine an postpone the onsumption of answer p(-1) by p

g

(X)

and p



1

(Y) and instead hoose to return it to p



2

(Y) �rst. This hoie is de-

termined by a sheduling strategy. SLG resolution allows for many di�erent

sheduling strategies, eah of whih an have di�erent performane hara-

teristis; see [FSW98℄. Naturally, a ommon requirement for all sheduling

strategies is that all answers of a subgoal must be returned to all its on-

sumers.
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XSB urrently implements two di�erent sheduling strategies, bathed

and loal sheduling, whih are formally desribed in [FSW98℄. Both of them

are based on partitioning the subgoals enountered during the ourse of an

evaluation into sheduling omponents. As this partitioning also interats

with and is inuened by ompletion, we examine sheduling and ompletion

together.

In de�nite programs, ompletion (determining the �xed point) an be

postponed until the end of the evaluation. However, for the SLG-WAM to

relaim spae and thus be e�etive on large programs, a more �ne-grained,

inremental ompletion is needed. To eÆiently perform inremental om-

pletion, the SLG-WAM (and CAT) ontains an area of memory new to the

WAM, the ompletion stak.

The ompletion stak an be seen as a restrition of the hoie-point stak

to just the hoie points for generators and is used to eÆiently keep trak of

dependenies between subgoals and of sheduling omponents. Spei�ally,

the ompletion stak maintains, for eah subgoal s, a representation of the

older (highest in the stak) generator subgoal s

L

upon whih s or any sub-

goal below s may depend. This subgoal is alled the leader of its sheduling

omponent. When s and all subgoals younger than s have exhausted all pro-

gram lause resolution, s an be heked for ompletion. Suppose s is the

leader of its omponent A and, thus, does not depend on subgoals higher

in the stak than itself, and suppose all onsumers of subgoals in A have

onsumed all answers. Then s and all other subgoals in A an omplete, and

the (possibly frozen) spae that orresponds to subgoals of the omponent

an be relaimed. Otherwise, if the leader s

L

is higher in the ompletion

stak than s, then s may depend upon subgoals that appear higher than

itself on the ompletion stak, and exeution baktraks to the previous al-

ternative without relaiming any spae. This is the main idea behind the

implementation of inremental ompletion in the SLG-WAM (see [SS98℄ for

more details).

In both bathed and loal sheduling strategies, sheduling of answer

return operations is based on (and limited to the subgoals of) the om-

ponent that is on the top of the ompletion stak. This explains why these

are alled sheduling omponents. More spei�ally, the leader of the top-

most omponent is responsible for heking whether all answers have been

returned to all onsumers of subgoals that it leads, and the leader shedules

answer return operations if unresolved answers exist for some onsumer.

This hek, alled �xpoint hek in [SS98℄, is needed independently of whether
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eah generator shedules its onsumers or not after performing all program

lause resolution and heking whether it an omplete. Sheduling of on-

sumers on failing bak to the leader is always possible, as some sheduling

strategies (inluding the above two) annot determine the �xed point in a

purely stak-based manner; see [SS98, FSW98℄ for why this is so. To apprei-

ate the design of CAT, it is thus important to keep in mind that onsumers of

subgoals of a sheduling omponent may need to be resumed when exeution

has failed bak to the leader.

2.2.3 Overhead of the SLG-WAM

As already noted, the suspension/resumption mehanism of the SLG-WAM

inurs a small but nonnegligible overhead to even nontabled exeution. Be-

fore �nishing our overview of the SLG-WAM we an now make this overhead

more onrete: For example, to alloate a hoie point, a omparison between

the B register and the hoie-point freeze register (BF register) is needed;

and similarly for alloating a trail entry or an environment in the loal stak.

Cheking whether bindings are onditional is also more ompliated. Normal

exeution is also penalised by the introdution of the forward trail: Every

trailed binding needs more spae than in the WAM and more time to reate

it. For an emulated implementation, the time overhead is on the order of

10% (see [SS98℄).

2.2.4 Tabling explained as a soure-to-soure transformation

The purpose of this setion is purely pedagogial: to enhane understanding

of the basi ations of the SLG-WAM. We do this by presenting a sim-

ple soure-to-soure transformation that a�ets only the tabled prediates.

While it is the ase that suh a soure-to-soure transformation hides er-

tain aspets of a tabling implementation, it also illustrates learly that it is

possible to implement tabling by adding a set of (admittedly quite omplex)

built-in prediates to an existing Prolog implementation. The idea of imple-

menting tabling by a soure-to-soure transformation already exists due to

[Die87℄ and was reintrodued more reently in [Wun95℄, albeit in ompletely

di�erent avours than the one shown below. We also note that Merury re-

lease 0.8 [SHC96℄ implements tabling with a soure-to-soure transformation

that resembles the one below but was, however, developed independently (f.

also Setion 7).
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We show the soure-to-soure transformation on an example from whih

generalisation is straightforward. Let a tabled prediate foo/m be de�ned

as

:- table foo/m.

foo(A

1

) :- body

1

.

foo(A

2

) :- body

2

.

...

foo(A

n

) :- body

n

.

where A

i

denote the partiular head arguments of foo/m and X below de-

notes m new variables. Then foo/m is soure-transformed to the following:

foo(X) :-

new subgoal(foo(X),SubGoalInfo,Status),

( Status == new ->

reate generator(foo(X),SubGoalInfo),

foo gen(X,SubGoalInfo)

; Status == ompleted ->

baktrak through answers(foo(X),SubGoalInfo)

; /* a genuine onsumer */

reate onsumer(foo(X),SubGoalInfo),

protet onsumer,

fail

).

foo gen(A

1

,SubGoalInfo) :-

body

1

, new answer(foo(A

1

),SubGoalInfo).

foo gen(A

2

,SubGoalInfo) :-

body

2

, new answer(foo(A

2

),SubGoalInfo).

...

foo gen(A

n

,SubGoalInfo) :-

body

n

, new answer(foo(A

n

),SubGoalInfo).

foo gen( X,SubGoalInfo) :-

fix point(SubGoalInfo).

The funtionality of the newly introdued built-ins is as follows:

new subgoal/3 always sueeds and implements the funtionality of the

new subgoal SLG operation (f. Setion 2.1). It �nds (or inserts)

the subgoal in the table returning a handle to its SubGoalInfo reord,

and in doing so it also determines its status: whether the subgoal is
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new to the evaluation and whether it is already ompleted. If the

subgoal was just inserted in the table (i.e., it is new), the urrent

subgoal is a generator and the subsequent ations are explained in

reate generator/2 below. If the subgoal is not new to the evalua-

tion, the urrent subgoal is a onsumer and no lauses of the original

prediate foo/2 are exeuted. If the orresponding table entry is om-

pleted, onsumption of answers from the table an be initiated by the

built-in baktrak through answers/2, whih aesses the answer ta-

ble through its seond argument and implements the ompleted table

optimization disussed in Setion 2.2.1. Otherwise a onsumer is re-

ated: see reate onsumer/2.

reate generator/2 gets exeuted when it was just deided that this invo-

ation of the prediate is a (new) generator and program lause resolu-

tion is to be used for this subgoal. Built-in reate generator/2 adds

to the ompletion stak a data struture used to determine ompletion

of the subgoal (f. Setion 2.2.2). Then exeution of program lauses

happens by alling the foo gen/(m + 1) prediate|de�ned by n + 1

lauses if foo/m is de�ned by n lauses|whih takes the SubGoalInfo

reord as an extra argument for reasons explained below.

reate onsumer/2 installs a onsumer hoie point, that is, a data stru-

ture ontaining the information in the �elds of a WAM hoie point and

an extra �eld, denoted by LastAnswer, whih keeps trak of whih an-

swers from the answer table under onstrution have been onsumed so

far by this onsumer. The alternative �eld in this hoie point points to

an instrution answer return, whih implements the funtionality of the

answer return SLG operation from Setion 2.1. This instrution ba-

sially does nothing more than onsume the next answer, if there is any,

and otherwise fails. Built-in reate onsumer/2 also updates the in-

formation about sheduling omponents kept in the ompletion stak,

an ation whose implementation does not di�er between SLG-WAM

and CAT.

protet onsumer/0 for the SLG-WAM means that the freeze registers are

adapted so that baktraking does not destroy the onsumer state;

as an example, the freeze register HF for the heap is set to the ur-

rent top of the heap H. Notie that in the above transformation, after

protet onsumer/0, there omes a fail. This means that alternative

12



branhes of the omputation are explored before the onsumer gets to

onsume any answer. An alternative is to let the onsumer �rst on-

sume the urrently available answers and only then suspend by failing.

However, the hoie between suh alternatives belongs to the shedul-

ing strategy, whih is an orthogonal issue. Note that the split of ations

between reate onsumer/2 and protet onsumer/0 is done entirely

for explanatory reasons.

new answer/2 omes at the end of eah lause of the original prediate. If

the answer omputed by this lause is already derived and appears in

the table, new answer/2 fails; this is vital for ensuring termination. If

the answer is new, new answer/2 inserts it in the answer table of the

partiular subgoal and then omputation proeeds normally. The se-

ond argument to new answer/2 indiretly ontains information about

the orresponding answer table; it was put in the generator hoie point

by reate generator/2.

The ode for fix point/1 is general, that is, independent of foo/m:

fix point(SubGoalInfo) :-

hek omplete(SubGoalInfo),

!,

fail.

fix point(SubGoalInfo) :-

install onsumers(SubGoalInfo).

fix point(SubGoalInfo) :-

fix point(SubGoalInfo).

Prediate fix point/1 is alled after all program resolution against lauses

of a generator is �nished. The idea is that fix point/1 shedules onsumers

to onsume their answers until there are no more onsumers left.

hek omplete/1 heks whether the table is omplete and all onsumers

assoiated with this subgoal have resolved against all answers. Both

the table and the onsumers are aessible through the SubGoalInfo

argument. If the table is omplete, the built-in sueeds and the gen-

erator is failed bak over; the ut-fail ombination ensures this. Other-

wise, install onsumers/1 is alled; see below. The ations of the

hek omplete/1 built-in beome slightly more ompliated when

13



two or more generators depend on eah other. (For CAT, this sit-

uation is dealt with in Setion 3.4; see also [SS98℄ on how omple-

tion is implemented in the SLG-WAM.) It is important to understand

that hek omplete/1 is only ever exeuted by generators; the re-

lated items in Setion 2.1 are the SLG ompletion operation and

�xpoint hek: the �xed-point omputation is visible in the above ode

through the reursive all to fix point/1.

install onsumers/1 shedules one or more onsumers that have not on-

sumed all their answers. In the SLG-WAM, onsumers that need to be

sheduled have their hoie points (whih are still on the stak) linked

to eah other, and these hoie points are then ativated by baktrak-

ing. The �rst onsumer in this linked list is aessible through the

SubGoalInfo argument.

As mentioned, the above desription of tabling hides many essential de-

tails: how ompletion is heked for and the data strutures that this involves,

the handling of negation, the use of the trail when resuming a onsumer

just to name a few. Also, some of SLG-WAM's optimizations are hidden,

suh as substitution fatoring [RRS

+

99℄. On the other hand, the soure-to-

soure transformation gives a good high-level desription of the ations of

the SLG-WAM, and it is instrutive to link these ations to those of CAT in

Setion 3.2.

3 A step-by-step introdution to CAT

3.1 A �rst approximation: No inremental ompletion

In this setion we make the approximation that inremental ompletion is

not performed. There is only one sheduling omponent (for all subgoals),

and the single leader (whih in this approximation runs a monarhy and

never hanges) does all the sheduling (for all onsumers of subgoals that it

leads) on failing bak to it. In this setting, onsider how exeution proeeds:

At the moment a onsumer is found, its onsumer hoie point is installed

on the hoie-point stak. Figure 1 shows the staks growing downwards:

generator hoie points G

0

(whih is the leader) up to G

2

, followed by the

onsumer hoie point C. The vertial dots in between these hoie points

and above G

0

denote possible Prolog hoie points, not related to exeution

14
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G1

G0

G2

choicepoints

α
β

@1
@2

local stack heap trail

C

Figure 1: The staks after the reation of a onsumer hoie point: The

shaded parts indiate what is opied by CAT.

of tabled prediates. The heap is shown segmented aording to the tabling

hoie points and so is the trail. Note that the trail shown is the WAM trail:

It ontains only addresses of trailed bindings. The same segmentation is not

shown in the loal stak, as it is a spaghetti stak. From the trail, some

pointers point to ells older than the heap segment between G

0

[H℄ and C[H℄.

These ells have addresses �1 and �2 in the piture, and the values in these

ells are � and �. With C[H℄ we denote the H �eld of the hoie point C;

similarly for its other �elds.

Figure 2 shows the information as saved by CAT: There is a (dynamially

alloated) frame of �xed size, whih we name the CAT header. Apart from

some bookkeeping �elds, it ontains a pointer to areas that ontain opies of

the shaded parts of the staks. For heap and loal stak, these shaded areas

of Figure 1 are opied as is; they are the part of heap and loal stak reated

between the reation of G

0

and the onsumer C. From the hoie-point stak,

CAT only needs to save the onsumer hoie point: The justi�ation is that

at the moment C is sheduled to onsume its answers, all the Prolog hoie

points as well as the nonleader generator hoie points will have exhausted

their alternatives and thus beome unneessary. This also means that when

a onsumer hoie point is reinstalled, this an happen immediately below

the leader G

0

.

CAT opies the trail seletively as well: Sine CAT opies all of the heap

between G

0

[H℄ and C[H℄, there is no need to save the trail entries that point
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copy of shaded heap
copy of shaded local stack
copy of consumer choice point

book keeping

CAT header

CAT area

Figure 2: The CAT area showing the seletive trail

into this region, and the same is true for the trail entries that point to the

saved part of the loal stak. On the other hand, just saving the trail entries

pointing to the older region of the heap (and loal stak) is not enough to

reinstall the onsumer, beause baktraking (up to G

0

) will have undone the

binding of, say, ell �1 to �. It means that CAT must also save the value �,

or in general the urrent value of heap (and loal stak) ells older than G

0

[H℄

(and G

0

[EB℄) and pointed to by trail entries younger than G

0

[TR℄. Figure 2

shows in more detail a saved trail. We all the CAT header, together with

the saved staks, a CAT area.

After CAT has opied the onsumer state, it removes the onsumer hoie

point from the stak and ativates a general failure in the WAM. Forward

exeution might then reate other onsumers (and CAT areas). Exeution

eventually fails bak to the leader G

0

.

In this setting, after exhausting all program lause alternatives of G

0

,

the leader must also make sure that the onsumers onsume their answers.

The sheduling and restoration of onsumers happens as follows: For eah

onsumer C, the saved portion of the heap and the loal stak is opied bak

to its original plae. Also, the saved values on the trail are reinstalled and

the saved onsumer hoie point is opied just below G

0

. This reinstalled

onsumer hoie point an now start onsuming answers from the tables as

in the SLG-WAM. After all urrently available answers have been onsumed,

CAT must also update the LastAnswer �eld of the onsumer hoie point in

the orresponding CAT area.

Note that after reinstalling the onsumer, the trail and hoie-point stak

are in general smaller than at the moment of saving the onsumer state. See

Figure 3 and ompare it with Figure 1.

In the following setions we re�ne CAT, but here already, we have laid
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Figure 3: The staks just after the onsumer has been restored

out the basis for understanding CAT: The state of eah onsumer is saved

by opying it. This opy onsists of the parts of the heap and loal stak

between the onsumer and a generator (whih is always older) and similarly

for the trail but more seletively; from the hoie point stak, CAT only

needs the onsumer hoie point itself.

3.2 Relating the soure-to-soure transformation to

CAT

The built-ins introdued in Setion 2.2.4 an now be related to the ations

of CAT:

protet onsumer/0 in CAT means that the onsumer state is opied from

the staks to the CAT area: The relevant part of the heap, loal stak,

and (partially) trail, together with the onsumer hoie point is saved.

Also|in ontrast to SLG-WAM|the onsumer hoie point is removed

from the stak.

install onsumers/1 in CAT shedules one onsumer by opying bak from

its CAT area the saved onsumer state; that is, CAT reinstalls the

saved heap and loal stak, then reinstalls in the heap and loal stak

the bindings from the seletive trail opy part of the CAT area, and

�nally also opies bak the onsumer hoie point immediately below

the generator hoie point of the leader. The CAT areas of onsumers

that possibly need to be resumed are aessible through a handle in

the SubGoalInfo argument. In our prototype CAT implementation,
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we have hosen for sheduling only one onsumer at a time, but note

that sheduling of a set of onsumers is possible as well: One pass

through the set of suspended onsumers is enough to determine all

onsumers with unresolved answers; the �rst one has its exeution state

reinstalled in the staks and the remaining ones are sheduled to be

resumed by being (re)hained together in a manner analogous to the

implementation of bathed sheduling desribed in [FSW98℄.

The ations of the other built-ins remain the same. At this level of de-

sription, the di�erene between SLG-WAM and CAT seems really small:

Indeed, CAT an reuse all other ations of the SLG-WAM as well as its op-

timizations. However, one should keep in mind that CAT does not require

hanges to the underlying WAM, and the hanges that SLG-WAM requires

are not visible in the soure-to-soure transformation.

3.3 Inremental ompletion based on �xed leaders

In the previous setion, we assumed that ompletion was noninremental and

all subgoals belonged to one sheduling omponent led by a single leader. As

mentioned in Setion 2.2.2, for de�nite programs, this is a valid sheme for a

tabling abstrat mahine, beause sheduling and ompletion an always be

postponed until the end of the evaluation. However, as in the SLG-WAM, in

CAT it is more eÆient to perform inremental ompletion and have smaller

sheduling omponents, beause then

1. CAT an opy and reinstall smaller parts of the staks, and

2. subgoals an omplete and free the CAT areas of their onsumers ear-

lier.

Indeed, look at the exeution of ?- p

g

(X). against the following program:

:- table p/1, q/1.

p(1) :- q

g

(Y). q(3) :- q



(Z).

p(2). q(4).

The answers of q/1 do not depend on the answers of p/1, and so a generator of

q/1 an be a leader and form a sheduling omponent by itself. It means that

at the moment q



(Z) is alled, its leader is not p

g

(X), but the subgoal q

g

(Y),

and the onsumer q



an always be sheduled on failing bak to the generator
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Figure 4: The leader is loser to the onsumer: The opy is smaller.

q

g

. So, in order to reinstall the state of q



, it is enough to opy staks between

q



and the leader q

g

. Figure 4 shows a variant of Figure 1: The onsumer

is C

2

and its leader is G

2

; the shaded areas to be opied are smaller than

before. Note, however, that this shema is not pratial, beause it assumes

that the �xed leaders of sheduling omponents are known beforehand.

3.4 A oup: The leader hanges

The priniple of the previous subsetions was to save onsumer state up to

the leader generator that might or will shedule the onsumer. Even in ases

where the �xed leaders are not known in advane, this works well until there

is a hange of leader. In pratie, a hange of leader might happen often.

The query ?- p

g

(X). exeuted against the following program shows suh a

oup:

:- table p/1, q/1.

p(X) :- q

g

(Y), fail. q(3) :- q



(X).

p(1). q(4) :- p



(X).

When the onsumer q



is saved, its leader (as maintained by dependenies

kept in the ompletion stak) is the generator q

g

. Indeed, at that point, it is

not yet known that the answers of q depend on answers of p. Later, at the

moment the onsumer p



is reated, a oup takes plae: The generator q

g

is no longer the leader of a sheduling omponent and p

g

has beome the

leader of q



. This hange of leaders (and thus of sheduling omponents)
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means that in the future q



might need to be restored by p

g

, and so the

saved state of q



should, at restoration time, ontain also the part of the

staks between p

g

and q

g

. We ould eagerly|at the moment of the oup|

save this missing part and add it to the CAT area of q



. The alternative is

to wait until exeution is about to baktrak over generator q

g

: then, CAT

saves the inrement needed for q



(i.e., the part of the staks between p

g

and q

g

) and links it up to the CAT area of q



. Waiting until this moment to

save the inrement gives the advantage that there might be other onsumers

with the same need for an extension of their CAT area, and thus the part of

the staks between p

g

and q

g

an potentially be opied one and be shared

between all these onsumers, instead of the same part being opied for every

one of them. This is more lear below.

3.5 Inremental opying of onsumer states

The previous setion showed that in the absene of preise information about

leaders and sheduling omponents, there is possibly a need for extending the

saved state for some suspended onsumers whenever the leader hanges. Now

onsider the following program, whih di�ers from the one before only by an

extra (last) lause for q/1 and by the introdution of Prolog prediates a,

b, , and d, whose de�nitions are not important for the purposes of this

example. But let us assume that they sueed without making any alls to

tabled prediates:

:- table p/1, q/1. q(3) :- b(B), q



1

(X).

p(X) :- a(A), q

g

(Y), fail. q(4) :- (C), p



(X).

p(1). q(5) :- d(D), q



2

(X).

The two onsumers for q/1 have been given an index for ease of referene.

At the moment onsumer q



1

is saved, opying happens up to the leader,

whih is then q

g

; when onsumer q



2

is saved, the oup has happened al-

ready, meaning that for q



2

, we opy up to p

g

, the new leader. Later, when

baktraking happens over the generator q

g

, we opy the part between q

g

and p

g

so that this an be linked to onsumer q



1

. Note though that q



2

's

saved state already ontains that part of the staks! So, we have opied twie

the same information from the staks (the part between p

g

and q

g

), and it is

very diÆult to avoid this in a shema that always opies a onsumer state

up to its urrent leader.
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Sine we have already the mehanism to link parts of saved states, we use

it in a more systemati way as follows: Instead of saving a onsumer state up

to its urrent leader, CAT always saves up to the losest generator G. When

exeution fails bak to this generator, all onsumers younger than G have

opied all information needed for their restoration: They an be sheduled

to onsume their answers. If G is a leader of a sheduling omponent, on

reahing the �xed point, ompletion an our and the spae oupied by the

CAT areas an be freed. Otherwise, sine baktraking over this generator

ours, a new inrement up to the previous generator is linked to all the

onsumers that need it. Applied to the above example, it means that the

double opying of the old sheme does not happen anymore. Figure 5 gives a

simpli�ed piture of the situation; from the WAM staks only the hoie point

stak and the heap is shown|the missing information is not important for

illustration purposes|but note that inremental CAT areas do not ontain

a hoie point.

This inremental saving of onsumer states is the one �nally implemented

in CAT. This sheme performs less opying by improving sharing of onsumer

states. Note that a property of this implementation is that the youngest

generator on the hoie-point stak has knowledge about and aess to all

suspended onsumers that are younger than it and have their state (par-

tially) opied up to this generator; not just its own onsumers as is the ase

in the SLG-WAM. In this respet, in CAT it is more natural for a generator

(whether a leader or not) to shedule onsumers more \loally" and thus

onsiderably derease the overhead of ontext-swithing between onsumers.

Contrast this with sheduling strategies implemented in the SLG-WAM,

where onsumers are sheduled either by their generator or by their leader

(see [FSW98℄). In this respet, although it is the ase that sheduling is an

issue orthogonal to the implementation of suspension/resumption, support

for more exible sheduling strategies omes more naturally in CAT than in

SLG-WAM, as the data strutures already ater to their needs.

3.6 Managing the CAT areas

In Setion 3.1 we said that the CAT header, along with the areas in whih

the onsumer state is saved, are alloated dynamially. In our implemen-

tation, we indeed rely on the standard C library funtions mallo() and

free()|any variant of them ould also have been used. The interesting

point is to see that freeing the alloated CAT areas is quite straightforward:
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Figure 5: Exeution states of CAT showing the sharing of CAT areas between

onsumers
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When a leader ompletes, it means that all the CAT areas for onsumers

younger than this leader an be disarded. Sine a generator has aess to

the onsumers that have their state saved up to this generator, a leader an

easily free the CAT areas orresponding to these onsumers. In CAT this

spae relamation happens at the same time as the relamation of frozen

stak spae in the SLG-WAM. However, note that CAT has already per-

formed stak reovery by baktraking as in the WAM: In CAT the stak

spae relaimed at ompletion is only that orresponding to the hoie point

of the leader.

3.7 Sharing and reusing onsumer state: An optimiza-

tion of CAT

Consider the exeution of ?- p

g

(X). against the following example program:

:- table p/1. :- table q/1.

p(X) :- q

g

(X). q(X) :- q



1

(Y), X = 1.

p(4). q(X) :- q



2

(Y), X = 2.

q(X) :- p



(X).

q(3).

The CAT areas of q



1

and q



2

share the portion of the omputation be-

tween p

g

and q

g

; let us name this portion S. At a ertain moment during

the exeution, q

g

has produed the answer q(3), q



1

has onsumed the an-

swers q(3) and q(1) already, and now it is time to shedule q



2

. At this

moment, S is on the staks, but with the restoring desribed earlier, no use

of this an be made. It is, however, not diÆult to take into aount during

the restoration of q



2

that S does not need to be opied bak. We have not

yet implemented this reuse of restored onsumer state. Beause of the stak

freezing, SLG-WAM gets this reuse more naturally. However, judging from

the performane �gures, the lak of this reuse in CAT seems not a major

problem in pratie.

The above raises another issue: Due to inremental opying of onsumer

state, two onsumers an share part of their state. However, this sharing is

restrited to hunks of the omputation between two generator hoie points.

The analysis in [DS99a℄ shows that a more �ne-grained sharing is possible:

The inrement of saving onsumer state, and onsequently the sharing, an

be at the level of any hoie point. This requires dynami hanges to Prolog
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hoie points, whih in spirit resemble ideas in [Mor98℄ (see also Setion 7

for more on the latter). We note, however, that these hanges do not a�et

stritly nontabled exeution.

4 The problem of CAT

Before proeeding with more implementation details and the performane

evaluation of CAT, we point out a problem with CAT. Consider the following

program:

:- table p/1.

p(X) :- produe(LargeTerm), p



(Z), X = 2.

p(1).

The query ?- p

g

(X). produes the answers p(1) and p(2), and the onsumer

p



is saved and restored one. The all to produe/1 starts a omputation

that produes a large term as output argument, and this term lives on the

heap. In the setting above, the onsumer state ontains this large term, and

it is opied one on saving and opied one on restoring the onsumer. So

the CAT area for a onsumer an be arbitrarily large, meaning that both

saving and restoring a onsumer an take arbitrarily long. The SLG-WAM,

on the other hand, does not su�er from this problem: Freezing the staks

is a onstant-time operation, and the ost of restoring a onsumer in the

SLG-WAM is related to the trail. The example shows the problem for the

saved heap, but similar examples exist for showing the e�et for the loal

stak. Sine it is easy to onstrut examples in whih onsumers have to

be restored arbitrarily often, it follows that CAT an be made to perform

arbitrarily worse than the SLG-WAM. However, this bad behaviour of CAT

was not observed in any of the real programs for whih we have used tabling.

3

As it happens in the above example, this large term is not used in the

ontinuation of the onsumer, whih means that opying it on saving the

onsumer is unneessary. In general, one an say that none of the heap

entries that are not reahable by the ontinuation of a onsumer need to be

saved. This an be ahieved by performing a minor garbage olletion that is

restrited to the part of the heap to be opied, just before saving a onsumer

state. A similar ompation is possible for the loal stak. We have explored

3

The bad �gures for read o in Tables 1 and 2 have another reason; see Setion 6.
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this idea in more detail in [DS98℄. The results presented there indiate the

usual spae-time tradeo� for whih it is not lear ut what hoie is best.

It was mainly the above-desribed behaviour of CAT, for whih there

seemed no ompletely satisfatory solution, that drove us to design another

alternative for implementing suspension/resumption. Its name is CHAT and

it is desribed in [DS99b℄ (see also Setion 7).

5 Implementation of CAT and relation to

SLG-WAM

We implemented CAT starting from XSB version 1.7.2; XSB itself imple-

ments SLG-WAM, whih freezes staks as a way to save a onsumer state.

This means that XSB has a more ompliated trail, trail test, setting of top-

of-stak, and so forth. As a CAT prefers warmth, we have �rst heated up

XSB, by removing all the freeze-related ode and replaing it with the plain

WAM equivalent. In this warm version of XSB, we then implemented CAT,

reusing from XSB everything related to the implementation of inremental

ompletion and the aess and storing mehanisms for tabling of [RRS

+

99℄

as well as its optimizations.

Besides adding the inremental CAT opying and restoration desribed

in Setion 3.5 and slightly modifying the sheduling (as explained below),

only instrutions related to tabling (tabletry, answer return, : : :) that do not

belong to the WAM were hanged. So, now there exist two versions of XSB:

one that implements SLG-WAM and one that implements CAT. These form

the basis of a omparison between the SLG-WAM and CAT. Sine, to our

knowledge, there exists no other implementation of SLG-WAM (nor of CAT)

we heneforth refer to the two mehanisms as if they were implementations.

5.1 Similarities and di�erenes with the SLG-WAM

In our implementation of CAT we have so far retained the inremental om-

pletion algorithm of the SLG-WAM. As mentioned, in de�nite programs,

ompletion an always be postponed, and it is mainly used for spae relama-

tion. As the SLG-WAM freezes the staks at the top, nonstak-based seletive

ompletion (and spae relamation) of subgoals is not possible without frag-

menting the staks and thus requires stak ompation to be spae-eÆient.

As stak ompation is possibly an operation with a onsiderable ost, the
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SLG-WAM always ompletes the omponent in whih the youngest generator

belongs. Therefore, the SLG-WAM uses a ompletion algorithm based on ap-

proximate subgoal dependenies. This algorithm is known to trap subgoals

in sheduling omponents (see [SS98℄) and may arbitrarily postpone their

ompletion despite the fat that they are independent of other subgoals.

CAT, as a true feline, is muh more exible in ompletion, beause saved

onsumer states are not interspersed in the WAM staks, and relamation of

the CAT areas does not require any ompation. Had we implemented CAT

from srath, we would have hosen an exat ompletion algorithm, as this

would onsiderably improve CAT's memory onsumption with only a small

time-overhead. However, for fairness, in this artile we ompare CAT and

SLG-WAM under the same ompletion algorithm.

Unlike the SLG-WAM, CAT relaims the trail and hoie-point stak,

even before ompletion of a omponent. Indeed, CAT works as the WAM:

It relaims all staks on baktraking, but parts of heap, loal stak, and

trail stay in CAT areas. Furthermore, it relaims generator hoie points

for nonleaders when these have exhausted program lause resolution. This

means that the substitution fator variables (an optimization of [RRS

+

99℄)

annot be stored in the hoie-point stak as in the SLG-WAM, but must be

stored in a plae that survives baktraking until ompletion; we opt for the

heap.

In bathed sheduling, the states of nonleader generators that have ex-

hausted program lause resolution an be safely disarded when relaimed

from the staks; the generators have onsumed eah answer immediately

upon its derivation (f. [FSW98℄). In loal sheduling, however, onsump-

tion of answers by generators does not happen immediately, but is post-

poned until program lause resolution by the generator is exhausted. E�e-

tively, in loal sheduling, nonleader generators behave as onsumers, and

it is their leader who is responsible for sheduling them to onsume their

answers (f. [FSW98℄). Thus, loal sheduling in CAT is implemented by

reating a CAT area for generators that are not leaders; this saved CAT area

for generators does not di�er from those of onsumers and is relaimed upon

ompletion of the sheduling omponent.

Finally, as explained in Setion 3.5, CAT allows for more exible shedul-

ing algorithms, in partiular, more �ne-grained ones. However, the urrent

CAT implementation only performs sheduling on failing to the leader in a

manner similar to the �xpoint hek of the SLG-WAM. A di�erene with the

SLG-WAM is that sheduling deisions are made more often by our urrent
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implementation of CAT, sine reinstallation happens only for one onsumer

at a time, while the SLG-WAM implementation an shedule several on-

sumers in one go.

5.2 Extending CAT to normal logi programs

The XSB implementation of the SLG-WAM evaluates programs aording

to well-founded semantis. Although Setion 3 has restrited the desrip-

tion of the ations of CAT to de�nite programs, there is really nothing that

prevents CAT from supporting well-founded negation. Indeed, the handling

of negation is an orthogonal issue to the suspension/resumption mehanism

used by the underlying abstrat mahine. The same mehanisms that the

SLG-WAM uses to maintain exat subgoal dependenies, to detet and break

yles through negation, an be straightforwardly used by CAT as well. As

these mehanisms are fully desribed in [Sag96, SS98℄, here we only briey

point out the \natural"|and onsequently relatively minor|hanges that

CAT imposes to them:

� In general it is not possible to determine the truth value of negative

literals of tabled subgoals that are still inomplete. So, these negative

literals need to be suspended. SLG-WAM ahieves this type of suspen-

sion through freezing of the exeution state. Naturally, CAT does this

through opying: The exeution state of the negative literal is opied

in a new type of CAT area whose only di�erene with CAT areas of

onsumers (shown in Figure 2) is that it ontains a negation suspension

frame (see [Sag96, SS98℄) rather than a onsumer hoie point.

� Resuming negative literals of subgoals that either fail (i.e., get om-

pleted with no answers) or are involved in a negative loop is also done

through opying in CAT, rather than using the forward trail as in the

SLG-WAM. The di�erene with the restoration of onsumers is that

the negation suspension frame is reinstalled in the hoie-point stak:

(1) one and (2) at the plae of the B register. The �rst observation

suggests that the CAT area an be immediately relaimed, while the

seond one means that, for example, the restoration of a negative literal

whose subgoal has been ompleted with no answers an overwrite the

generator hoie point (the subgoal is ompleted so this hoie point is

not needed anymore) rather than be installed immediately below it in

the hoie-point stak.
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6 Performane evaluation

As expeted, CAT performs better than the SLG-WAM in Prolog ode,

around 10% aording to our measurements (see also [SS98℄). As we also

measured, CAT and SLG-WAM have indistinguishable performane (both in

time and spae) in arti�ial tabling benhmark programs from the database

ommunity|like transitive losures over hains, yles, and trees of various

lengths and same generation over ylinders (f. [SSW94, SS98, FSW98℄). So

we ompare CAT and the SLG-WAM on more realisti sets of programs

from an appliation area where tabling has been proven worth having in a

general-purpose logi programming system: abstrat interpretation.

All measurements were onduted on an Ultra Spar 2 (168 MHz) under

Solaris 2.5.1. Times are reported in seonds, spae in KBytes. Spae numbers

measure the maximum use of the staks (for the SLG-WAM) and the total

of maximum stak plus maximum CAT area (for CAT).

6.1 A benhmark set dominated by tabled exeution

The �rst benhmark set is taken from [CDS98℄: The programs perform type

analysis by program abstration and exeution of the abstrated program

under tabled evaluation. Tabling is used for termination, eÆient storage of

the analysis results, and to avoid redundant subomputations in the domain-

dependent abstrat operations (see [CDS98℄).

With the exeption of a few utility prediates like append/3, all other

prediates are tabled in this benhmark set, and the size of the table spae

(not shown, as it is independent of the suspension/resumption mehanism

used) is quite large: This set of benhmarks programs is heavily dominated

by tabling operations.

Tables 1 and 2 show time and spae performane of the analysis under

the two sheduling strategies of XSB. On this set of programs, SLG-WAM

performs more or less the same timewise with bathed (B) and loal (L)

strategy|with a very notieable advantage for the loal strategy in spae

onsumption, as its sheduling omponents are tighter.

CAT under loal sheduling performs slightly better than SLG-WAM in

time and usually slightly worse in spae. CAT under bathed sheduling is

slower than the SLG-WAM for the last three benhmarks by 15{60%: These

are also the benhmarks for whih CAT uses more than ten times more spae

than SLG-WAM. This behaviour is mostly due to the approximate omple-
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s o s r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read o

SLG-WAM(B) 0.23 0.45 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.44 0.12 0.58

CAT(B) 0.22 0.41 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.50 0.15 0.92

SLG-WAM(L) 0.23 0.43 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.42 0.12 0.61

CAT(L) 0.22 0.42 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.40 0.11 0.55

Table 1: Time performane of CAT versus SLG-WAM under di�erent

sheduling strategies

s o s r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read o

SLG-WAM(B) 9.7 11.4 8.8 20.6 40 317 119 512

CAT(B) 13.6 19.4 11.7 45.3 84 3836 1531 5225

SLG-WAM(L) 6.7 7.6 5.8 17.2 13.3 19 15.8 93

CAT(L) 7.9 10.7 7.1 29.5 12.5 17 23.5 246

Table 2: Spae performane (KBytes) of CAT versus SLG-WAM under dif-

ferent sheduling strategies

tion algorithm that is used. In this benhmark set, a high perentage of the

tabled subgoals, and more spei�ally the abstrat operations, is semidet,

that is, produes at most one answer. Beause ompletion is based on an

approximation of subgoal dependenies, these semidet subgoals often get

trapped in an approximate sheduling omponent and annot be ompleted

on their own. As it is not known whether new answers an be derived for

these subgoals, their onsumers have to suspend (and reate a CAT opy)

rather than use the ompleted table optimisation (see Setion 2.2).

Some extra measurements for the read o program shed more light: Under

bathed sheduling, 3112 onsumers are saved (maximum CAT area of 5208

KBytes) and only 192 times is a onsumer restored (totaling 371 KBytes)

to onsume new answers. In ontrast, the orresponding numbers for lo-

al sheduling are 264 onsumers saved and 224 restorations (240 and 371

Kbytes, respetively). The bigger restoration is due to sharing of the saved

spae by inremental opying, but not by restoration. See Setion 3.7.

With the urrent approximate ompletion algorithm, under bathed she-

duling, CAT performs worse than SLG-WAM. We strongly believe that

for this benhmark set CAT an be more ompetitive to SLG-WAM (un-
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der bathed sheduling) if ompletion is based on exat subgoal dependen-

ies, something that applies more naturally in the CAT model than in the

SLG-WAM (f. also Setion 5.1).

6.2 A more realisti mix of tabled and Prolog exeu-

tion

Our experiene is that tabling is used seletively and is thus usually only

one omponent in realisti programs: In the ase of abstrat interpretation

for instane, not all analyses bene�t from ahing the abstrat operations, as

this depends on whether there is redundany in the omputation. Suh is the

ase on the following set of benhmarks from [JS98℄. The abstrat operations

are implemented in Prolog and take a high perentage of the total exeution

time (around 75{80%). The programs perform program analysis based on a

omplex abstrat domain that is able to apture modes, linearity, freeness,

and sharing. As, ontrary to the analysis of the previous setion, this analysis

is based on an abstrat least upper-bound operation, that is, keeping only

the lub and deleting all other answers, loal sheduling performs muh better

than the bathed strategy in this benhmark set. This is beause answers

that are later deleted from the tables are not propagated outside the sope

of sheduling omponents under loal sheduling; see [FSW98℄. By doing

so, a lot of unneessary work is avoided, and there is an order of magnitude

of di�erene in time in this benhmark set. Thus, regardless of the issue

of SLG-WAM versus CAT, only the loal sheduling makes sense in this

appliation.

Tables 3 and 4 ompare SLG-WAM and CAT in time and spae. Overall,

CAT is slightly faster (with a peak of 29%) in this set. It performs onsid-

erably better (up to 60%) than the SLG-WAM in spae with read being the

only exeption.

akl olor bid deriv read browse serial rdtok boyer plan peep

SLG-WAM 1.48 0.67 1.11 2.56 9.64 32.6 1.17 3.07 10.02 7.61 9.01

CAT 1.24 0.62 0.97 2.50 9.56 32.2 0.83 2.75 9.96 6.38 8.54

Table 3: Time performane of CAT versus SLG-WAM
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akl olor bid deriv read browse serial rdtok boyer plan peep

SLG-WAM 998 516 530 472 5186 9517 279 1131 2050 1456 1784

CAT 552 223 206 486 8302 7847 227 821 1409 1168 1373

Table 4: Spae performane (in KBytes) of CAT versus SLG-WAM

7 Related work

Mehanisms for suspension/resumption of omputations and the idea of using

opying as an alternative to sharing exist in many plaes in omputer siene.

We just mention a few related systems or tehniques.

First, there is a strong analogy between the SRI-model [War87℄ for imple-

menting OR-parallelism and MUSE [AK90℄ on one hand, and the SLG-WAM

for implementing tabling and CAT on the other. Like the SLG-WAM, the

SRI-model has a ompliated management of the staks and swithing from

one worker to another|the analogue of suspending one onsumer to resume

another one|and uses a trail struture that is more ompliated than the

WAM trail, beause bindings have to be undone as well as reinstalled. Like

MUSE, CAT avoids ompliated staks by opying the portion of the staks

that is partiular to a onsumer or, in the ase of MUSE, a worker. This anal-

ogy is so strong, that, although not onsious of it at the time, we believe we

must have been inuened by our knowledge of MUSE when oneiving CAT.

We note, however, one important di�erene between MUSE and CAT: CAT

reonstruts a value trail, so that subsequent hanges to the heap (or loal

stak) above the generator an be undone, while MUSE opies (parts of) the

heap above the parallel hoie point at the moment hanges are made to that

part of the stak by another worker. Ali and Karlsson note in [AK90℄ that

the overhead of opying is small ompared to all other work to be performed,

and our experiene with CAT is similar.

[Mor98℄ provides a set of library funtions for introduing baktraking

in C programs: The parts of the C-stak that must beome ative again after

failure are opied inrementally. This is ahieved by hanging at run time

the return address in ativation reords. In ontrast, in CAT the zones to be

opied are delimited by invoations of tabled prediates, so that by ompiling

these with speial instrutions, suh a hange is performed e�etively at

ompile time. The similarity between the method in [Mor98℄ and CAT is

even more striking, onsidering that [Mor98℄ redues the Prolog spaghetti
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stak (environments and hoie points) by opying to the C-stak (whih has

a strit stak regime), and, in ontrast, CAT redues the SLG-WAM double

spaghetti stak (environments, hoie points, generators, and onsumers) by

opying to the Prolog spaghetti stak.

A opying tehnique similar in spirit to CAT's is used in the abstrat

interpretation framework AMAI [JBD95℄. AMAI is an abstrat mahine for

abstrat interpretation whose design was inspired by the SLG-WAM. In

order to obtain a �xed point of the program analysis, the ontinuation of

some program points needs to be reanalysed: This an be seen as a suspended

omputation that is later resumed. AMAI ahieves this by making a opy of

the urrent state of a reursively analysed goal, inluding its ontinuation.

The onsumer state is saved inrementally in a similar way as in CAT. AMAI

is urrently implemented in Prolog as an interpreter for the abstrat mahine.

Disregarding di�erenes aused by the di�erent level of implementation,

the main variane between AMAI and CAT is that CAT tries to share

inrementally saved states between onsumers while AMAI, as desribed

in [JBD95℄, attempts no suh sharing. Another di�erene is that CAT inher-

its from XSB that dependenies are deteted dynamially, while in AMAI de-

pendenies between subgoals are approximated statially. This makes sense

in the ontext of abstrat interpretation. Beause of the stati approxima-

tion of sheduling omponents, sharing of parts of saved states is also possible

in AMAI: The states of onsumers ould be saved while desending from a

generator to a onsumer by taking the (stati) knowledge about sheduling

omponents into aount, instead of going up the stak again.

As mentioned in Setion 4, sine the birth of CAT we have also worked on

yet another alternative to freezing for implementing suspension/resumption:

the results an be found in [DS99b℄. One interesting outome of the work

in [DS99b℄, as far as this artile is onerned, is that CAT and SLG-WAM

o�er two extremes in a wide spetrum of possible implementations of suspen-

sion/resumption: While the SLG-WAM is extreme in its sharing of states,

CAT is extreme in its opying of onsumer states.

In [DS99b℄ we desribe this hybrid method|named CHAT|whih has

even better implementation properties than CAT, as it ombines the ad-

vantages of CAT opying with the advantages of SLG-WAM freezing, albeit

without using freeze registers.

This by no means implies that CAT should be forgotten: It remains

the easiest way to understand the suspension/resumption of onsumers that

tabling requires. It also o�ers a very attrative way to implement suspen-
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sion/resumption of onsumers if partiular restritions of the implementation

make a hybrid method less onvenient. Merury release 0.8 [SHC96℄ illus-

trates this: Tabling is inorporated using a purely opying tehnique, while

the hybrid method desribed in [DS99b℄ would have been more diÆult to

adopt, beause the onept of a WAM hoie point does not quite math the

nondet stak frame of Merury. Merury's opying tehnique di�ers from

CAT mainly in that opying is less seletive. The opying tehnique em-

ployed by Merury and CAT were developed independently, but they have a

ommon root in a meeting of the authors of the urrent artile together with

Zoltan Somogyi bak in September 1996 in Leuven. During this meeting the

idea of opying onsumer state for a zero-ost-if-not-used implementation of

suspension/resumption of onsumers ame up, but it was pursued by the two

groups independently afterwards.

Besides Merury, we believe that ideas from CAT an also be useful else-

where. For example, in [RSC99℄ a design for ombining tabling and OR-

parallelism is presented. The implementation of tabling in that system is

based on the SLG-WAM, whih was at that time the only WAM-based model

of implementing tabling, while OR-parallelism is supported through envi-

ronment opying as in the MUSE model. In view of the above-mentioned

similarity between CAT and MUSE, we believe that CAT also o�ers a more

natural way of ombining tabling and OR-parallelism, as the same basi ma-

hinery an be used for satisfying the implementation requirements of both

forms of suspend/resume mehanisms.

In addition, beause in CAT the exeution states of onsumers are not

interspersed in the WAM staks but instead are stored in areas that are

alloated and freed separately, seletive ompletion omes more naturally.

In partiular, CAT does not require memory ompation for spae eÆieny

but gets it for free. Beause of this property, we also believe that CAT an

be a more appropriate exeution model for distributed lient/server-style

implementations of tabling.

Finally, sine the development and implementation of CAT, we have used

CAT to understand better the memory management issues in SLG-WAM. In-

deed, we had been trying to build a garbage olletor for the XSB system,

and the lak of understanding of reahability issues prevented its implemen-

tation. Only after developing CAT and using it to fully understand garbage

olletion in the SLG-WAM, were we able to design a garbage olletor for

XSB. For more details see [DS98℄.
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8 Conluding remarks

In the beginning, this researh had one and only one aim: design a suspen-

sion/resumption mehanism that is orthogonal to the underlying mahine

into whih tabling is built, be it the WAM or another abstrat mahine.

With suh a mehanism, it would be more attrative for existing logi pro-

gramming systems to inorporate tabling. CAT o�ers suh a mehanism, and

we showed that CAT is a true alternative to the SLG-WAM for implement-

ing the suspension/resumption mehanism needed for tabling. Indeed, CAT

does not impose any overhead to nontabled exeution in a general-purpose

logi programming system based on the WAM; the other two omponents of

tabling, namely, the tabling data strutures and the sheduler, are orthog-

onal issues and do not a�et the underlying abstrat mahine at all. This

is good, beause a Prolog program that employs tabling as an optimisation

tehnique an still run at the full speed of the underlying engine for other

parts of the omputation. In short, CAT an be introdued orthogonally to

an existing WAM-like implementation, and the idea should be easy to adapt

to other LP systems. Therefore, CAT makes it more attrative for existing

LP implementations to inorporate tabling: The basi speed of these sys-

tems is then not orrupted by support for tabled exeution. The adoption of

CAT's ideas by the Merury system provides evidene that this is true.

CAT has additional advantages on its own even if not adopted by any

system. One of them is the understanding of the ompliated SLG-WAM

mahinery. SLG-WAM is in some respets the perfet mahine for suspen-

sion/resumption: Suspension is onstant-time, and resumption depends only

on the reinstallation of hanged bindings, that is, those bindings that get

reorded on the trail; more information on this an be found in [DS99a℄. But

SLG-WAM is quite diÆult to understand, exatly beause of these prop-

erties. CAT provides a more gentle introdution to the issues involved in

implementing suspension/resumption in the WAM.

In the same spirit, CAT proved invaluable in the understanding of the

memory management issues when omputations are suspended and later re-

sumed; see [DS98℄. Indeed it was CAT that made it possible to �nish a muh

earlier started garbage olletor for XSB. Finally, CAT allows for nonstak-

based ompletion and spae relamation without the need for memory om-

pation.

Contrary to what ould have been expeted from the worst ase for CAT,

empirial tests show that most of the benhmark programs are not slowed
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down by the CAT tehnique ompared to implementation of SLG-WAM in

XSB. Under the loal evaluation strategy, the memory onsumption is most

often even better than under SLG-WAM.

However, CAT is not the only solution to the initial problem of de-

signing a suspension/resumption sheme that is orthogonal to the WAM.

As mentioned, sine developing CAT we have also explored a hybrid shar-

ing/opying sheme named CHAT, whih provides another solution to the

problem; see [DS99b℄. CAT and CHAT have di�erent advantages, and the

hoie between them an also depend on onsiderations related to the under-

lying abstrat mahine.
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